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Abstract

Manual ICD code assignment underpins the way the health care system tracks
diagnoses and procedures but continues to be error-prone and inconsistent between
trained human coders. With the increasing adoption of electronic medical records,
the interest in automating this process continues to grow. In this project, we train
recent state-of-the-art Transformer-based models on clinical discharge summaries
with the aim of improving the performance on the ICD-9 assignment task over
existing LSTM-based methods. Fine-tuning BioBERT pre-trained context embed-
dings which resulted in the best overall performance with an F1 score of 51.0%,
outperforming the LSTM baseline by 12.1%. Augmenting Transformer-based
models with ICD code descriptions was also shown to slightly increase the F1
score by 1.2%.

1 Introduction

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes are standardized identifiers for diseases, injuries,
clinical procedures, and other health conditions that are assigned to patients by healthcare profession-
als and trained hospital coders. Published by the World Health Organization, ICD codes are utilized
by over 100 countries and are wildly used in research, clinical care, and billing [1]. Up until 2015,
ICD-9 was the version used by health care systems in the United States, where the healthcare coding
market is a billion-dollar industry [2] [3].

Because ICD code assignment is traditionally a manual process, it is time-consuming, taking on
average between 25 to 43 minutes per patient to complete, depending on the ICD version [4]. Manual
ICD assignment is also prone to errors that can result from discrepancies between coders, lack of
coding experience, incorrect bundling of codes, or mistakes in the transcriptions. These mistakes
are highly costly, with one report suggesting that errors in ICD coding has cost the Medicare system
over $260 billion dollars over a span of six years [5]. Furthermore, because ICD codes are also used
by policy-makers, such as the Veterans Health Administration, to determine resource allocation, the
accuracy of ICD code assignments is becoming increasingly scrutinized [6].

Automated ICD coding addresses these concerns and ensures that a consistent, standardized approach
can be applied. There have been several attempts at automation which have paralleled developments
in machine learning. Recent works have also tried to incorporate deep neural networks, such as Li
et al. who applied a convolutional neural network on discharge summary free-text and found that it
improved upon SVM approaches by at least 14% [7].

Recurrent neural network models are also popular, with several approaches using a variation on the
gated recurrent unit methods [8] [9]. Although most works claim promising results, it is difficult to
perform an accurate comparison as each work was evaluated using different metrics and performed



on different datasets. Datasets are also often specific to a particular hospital or institution and subject
to locality-specific biases or procedures. Even studies that utilize the same datasets may use different
filtering and ICD code extraction procedures.

Despite these past investigations, the ICD code prediction from clinical text remains a challenging
task and an active area of research. In particular, clinical text is often unstructured and can vary
between patient visits, depending on the author of the text. Moreover, medical text is often long and
contains a significant amount of misspellings and field-specific terminology and abbreviations which
hinders traditional bag-of-words models or vocabulary representations through word embeddings [8]
[7].

While the increasing adoption of electronic medical records (EMR) provides a useful trove of patient
information which can form the basis of research such as automated ICD prediction, patient data
remains inherently restricted by privacy regulations. Moreover, the distribution of ICD codes is
inherently skewed, with rare diagnoses having only a handful of samples at best. This ultimately
reduces the amount of textual data that can be acquired for training models. This is especially
problematic for training robust deep supervised learning models, where it is ideal to have more than a
few thousand examples for each class [10].

Here, we apply different attention-based Transformer models on discharge summaries to predict
ICD-9 diagnosis codes. For comparison purposes, we use a LSTM-baseline model with GLOVE-
embeddings on the discharge summaries. Transformer models are based on the concept of scaled
dot-product self-attention originally described in Vaswani et al. paper [11]. However, one limitation
of Transformers is the high number of parameters used by the model, which grows quadratically
with respect and the length of the input sequence and therefore restricts the length of the discharge
summary that can be used as input. By truncating the discharge summary, we are potentially removing
useful information that could be useful in the classification problem.

In order to better utilize the input, we turn to using the Reformer model, which utilizes a locality-
sensitive hashing attention scheme and reversible layers [12]. The Reformer model allows us to
incorporate the full length of the input sequence while improving the training performance over
a vanilla Transformer. However, the Reformer model does not utilize any pre-trained contextual
embeddings, which limits their efficacy in the face of limited data. To rectify this, we fine-tune a
BERT-based model after loading pre-trained weights from BioBERT, a biomedical language model
[13].

Having been trained on biomedical text corpora, BioBERT enables us to take advantage of medical
domain-specific terms whose meanings may not be accurately captured by the original BERT model.
We also attempt to incorporate metadata from ICD code descriptions to try to improve the performance
of these Transformer models.

Of the models assessed, the best performance was achieved by a fine-tuned BioBERT model with
an F1 score of 51.0%. A Reformer model trained from scratch came slightly behind the BioBERT
models with an F1 score of 49.0%. The metadata augmentation scheme improved the Reformer
model by 1.2%.

2 Related Work

Early approaches to the ICD prediction problem applied K-nearest neighbors and Bayesian classifiers
on discharge summaries, after representing the summaries with hand-crafted features [14]. While
these approaches utilized the full discharge summary, they were still relatively simple in nature. Later
approaches included using hierarchical classifiers, which reported the best F-measure of 39.5% based
on predictions over 7042 ICD codes [15], and rule-based systems that tried to align the ICD code
descriptions on top of discharge summaries [16]. This latter model reported an F1 score of 82.0%
over 45 ICD codes, but the study utilized only 978 radiology reports as input which have more formal
structure than discharge summaries. Nevertheless, these rule-based systems are intuitive approaches
to the problem as they are most similar to the process that a human would take. As such, this work
serves as inspiration to the metadata-augmented models utilized in this study.

With the rise in the popularity of deep learning, several studies have attempted to apply different
variations of neural networks on the ICD coding task. One popular approach has been to use recurrent
neural networks, driven by idea that there is rich contextual and temporal information contained
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within the free-text of clinical notes. Both long-short term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent
networks (GRUs) seem to be a popular choice to overcome the long-distance relationships within
clinical text, which commonly averages over a thousand words in length. Performance with these
models has varied, with studies reporting F1 scores between 42.0% and 70.8% on predictions over
10 and 19 ICD codes respectively [17] [18]. One interesting RNN variant is one study that utilized
hierarchical attention as part of a GRU-architecture. While the results are not significantly better than
an SVM baseline, the authors suggested that this model is invaluable because the attention-weights
provide valuable insights into which parts of the clinical note that was feeding into the ICD prediction
[8]. These insights would be valuable when trying to achieve adoption of a Transformer-based
automated ICD coding system by the medical community.

Transformers are still a relatively recent concept and as such, few studies have applied Transformer-
based models to the ICD-prediction problem. One such study that did used a transfer-learning
approach to fine BERT and BioBERT pre-trained contextual embeddings and achieved the best
F1 score of 82.9% based on translated German animal experiment summaries. The authors found
minor differences between using BERT and BioBERT [19]. One healthcare-associated Transformer
model was introduced by Shang et al, who used graph-based neural networks to produce ontology
embeddings that could feed into a fine-tuned BERT model to produce state-of-the-art performance on
medication recommendations [20]. While the ICD prediction problem has been extensively studied,
these latest findings motivate us to apply Transformers to the discharge summaries to try to improve
upon past models.

3 Approach

3.1 Baseline

The lack of a publicly available evaluation dataset for discharge notes makes it difficult to perform
comparisons with past work. As such, for our baseline, we created a bi-directional LSTM model
that was inspired by previous deep learning models built for ICD code predictions. A dropout and a
fully-connected layer were applied on the conjoined outputs of the bi-directional LSTM. The baseline
model was applied on the same processed dataset that was used for the Transformer models to ensure
a common starting point.

3.2 Reformer Transformer

The Transformer model is based on the concept of the scaled dot-product self-attention, whereby
an input sequence is attended to itself in order to discover dependencies within itself. This can be
represented by softmax(QKT

√
dk

V ), where Q, K, and V in this case are matrices derived from a
discharge summary [11]. Note that the scaling factor here is used to prevent vanishing gradients when
a large dimensionality is used.

Transformers traditionally consists of several encoder and decoder layers, where each layer consists
of a multi-head self-attention layer and a fully-connected feed-forward network. In addition, there is
a residual connection around each sublayer followed by layer normalization. In our classification task,
we forego the decoder layers and instead make use of a series of stacked encoder layers followed
by a non-linearity, fully-connected layer, and a softmax to produce an output probability for each
ICD code. The Reformer Transformer model suggests three areas of improvements: use of reversible
layers, use of locality-sensitive hashing for self-attention, and splitting activations in the feed-forward
layers [12].

For this model, we will use the pytorch-reformer package from Github [21]. However, because this
package only contains the base language model, we built a separate text classification model on the
base Reformer module by applying a non-linearity, fully-connected layer, and softmax after the stacks
of self-attention layers. Our Reformer model allows us to scale better than an equivalent vanilla
Transformer models and intake longer discharge summaries.

3.3 BioBERT

This model fine-tunes pre-trained BioBERT context embeddings using the discharge summary data
on the ICD prediction task. Like the original BERT model, BioBERT inserts a [CLS] token at
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the beginning of each training sample [13] [22]. Classification tasks are then done by passing the
representation of the [CLS] token through an output layer. Furthermore, one of the innovations of a
BERT language model is the use of a word tokenizer, which allows out-of-vocabulary words to be
represented by word pieces rather than just being assigned to a default unknown token. This feature
is especially useful in this project because misspellings and non-standard abbreviations frequently
occur in the discharge summaries.

We expect this model to have the best performance of all models as we do not have enough data to
properly train our own Transformer model. For our project, we will fine-tune a ‘HuggingFace‘ BERT
transformer but adapt and load in the pre-trained BioBERT embeddings instead of the default BERT
embeddings [23] [13].

Metadata

3.3.1 Metadata Attention

In this model, we replace self-attention with attention between the discharge summary and 32-
length ICD-9 code descriptions in a sliding window approach. Specifically, the Q and K in
softmax(QKT

√
dk

V ) will represent the discharge summary and ICD discharge summary respectively.
This model is driven by the intuition that each label should naturally attend most closely with parts
of the input sequence that the label represents. In this case, we forked both the ‘pytorch-reformer‘
Reformer implementation and the ‘HuggingFace‘ Transformer model and replaced the existing
attention schemes with the metadata attention scheme to compare the performance.

3.3.2 Metadata Augmentation

Here, we extracted 92 keywords from the ICD code descriptions. For each discharge summary, we
aligned the keywords over the summary to produce a one-hot vector of keyword hits. This vector
is joined with the output of the Transformer model and passed through a fully-connected layer to
produce the class predictions. This model can be considered a hybrid between the rule-based model
favored by past ICD-prediction models and the Transformer model.

This model is loosely based off of past augmented Transformer models such as the model proposed
by Shang et al. to perform medication recommendations which uses the embedding produced by an
ontology tree as input to BERT [20].

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

We used the MIMIC-III dataset, a restricted-access electronic medical record dataset of over 40,000
patients who stayed in the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center between 2001 and 2012 [24]. For
this study, we specifically extracted the discharge summaries, which averaged 1400 words in length.
The corresponding ICD-9 diagnosis codes and code descriptions were also extracted and joined
with the text into a primary dataset. The data was further filtered to include only the top 50 base
ICD-9 codes which resulted in 51,295 total samples. This data was split 0.64/0.16/0.20 into training,
validation, and test sets.

An additional smaller secondary dataset of 44,450 samples was produced by further extracting only
the hospital course section, which is a more concise summary of the patient visit averaging 460 words.
This dataset omits information such as medication lists, raw diagnostic test results, and past medical
history which either contain an abundance of technical abbreviations, numeric measurements, or
background information not relevant to the current patient visit.

Because the discharge summaries were in an HIPAA-compliant form-like format, additional pre-
processing steps were taken to reshape into a sequence of sentences, remove all numbers and
name-placeholders, and convert to lowercase. Each discharge summary was also padded or truncated
according to a tunable target length parameter before being tokenized according to a vocabulary built
from the training data.
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4.2 Evaluation method

Binary cross-entropy loss, averaged across samples, was used during the training process. For
evaluation, the micro-F1 score based on the predicted versus actual ICD-9 codes was the primary
metric used to assess the performance of all models:

F1 =
1

n

n∑
i−1

2 ∗ (|Pi ∩Ai|)
|Pi|+ |Ai|

where Ai denotes the actual ICD codes and Pi denotes the predicted ICD codes

4.3 Experimental details

All experiments were run on a NV6-type Microsoft Azure machine which had 80GB of RAM, 6
vCPUs, and a NVIDIA M60 GPU.

Tokenized discharge summaries averaging 1400 words were used as input, although the exact length
of the discharge summary was tuned as a hyperparameter. Whenever a discharge summary needed
to be truncated, the discharge summaries were truncated from the tail as this was found to have
better performance. Note that for all non-BERT models, we use a word-based tokenizer based on a
vocabulary of 50,000 words generated from the discharge notes corpus.

4.3.1 Baseline

We used a bidirectional LSTM encoder containing a single forward and a single backward layer with
256 hidden units. The baseline also uses a 100-dimensional GLOVE embedding applied on input
sequence batch sizes of 32. Hyperparameter tuning was primarily applied on the learning rate, where
we found that using a rate of 0.001 works well to train the baseline eight epochs.

4.3.2 Reformer

For performance considerations, we used four multi-attention heads and six Transformer encoding
layers, with a dropout of 0.1 applied in each encoding layer. In the Reformer model, we also used
four rounds of LSH hashing as this was found to have 99.9% accuracy relative to full attention in the
Reformer paper. These models were trained over a period of 12 epochs.

4.3.3 BioBERT

We loaded the BioBERT-Base v1.1 pre-trained weights into a standard 12-layer BERT model with 12
attention heads in each layer. The size of the BERT model restricted us to using maximum batch sizes
of 16 for 256-length input sequences and 2 for 512-length input sequences during the fine-tuning
process. Batches beyond this length resulted in out-of-memory issues. A smaller learning rate of
0.00003 was found to work better, which was in line with the original author recommendations [25].

4.4 Results

Table 1 and Figure 1 show that the overall best performance was achieved by the BERT model with an
F1 score of 51.0% on length 256 sequences, which was 2% higher than the top-performing Reformer
model at 49.0%.

As shown in Figure 3, longer input sequences performed better in the Reformer model, with a 6.5%
and 3.6% improvement in F1 score when using a 2048-length sequence versus a 512-length and
256-length sequence respectively. This interestingly did not come at a cost in speed however, as the
2048-length sequence processed 3.5% more words/sec than the corresponding 256-length sequence
(27,689 words/sec vs 26,713 words/sec), although twice as many iterations were required to achieve
12 epochs due to the proportionally smaller batch size.
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Table 1: Top F1 scores on primary dev dataset

Model Input Length F1 Words/Sec
LSTM with GLOVE 1024 0.389 300,041
BioBERT 256 0.510 2265
Reformer 2048 0.490 27,689
Reformer 512 0.454 27,420
Reformer 256 0.425 26,713

Figure 1: Performance of models on the dev dataset over varying training epochs

Figure 2: Performance of the Reformer using different metadata incorporate trials. Metadata
augmentation refers to joining a one-hot vector of ICD description keywords with the Reformer
output. Metadata attention refers to attending the ICD code descriptions with the input text.

Table 2: Model Size Comparisons

Model Model Size Number of Parameters
LSTM Baseline 24 MB 5.8M
Reformer 59 MB 22.8M
BioBERT 414 MB 113M
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Figure 3: Performance of the Reformer over increasing input sequence lengths

5 Analysis

5.1 Performance

Interestingly, the BioBERT model exceeded the performance of all other models on the primary
dataset, despite using shorter input sequences. The Reformer model using 2048 words came close,
but was perhaps handicapped by the limited number of training examples used to train the model.
Nevertheless, this study shows that the Reformer model is an ideal substitute for task-specific training,
since the time and resources it takes to train a model is ten times lower than it is to fully train a BERT
model from scratch. That said, if pre-existing contextual embeddings exist, they should still be used
as they provide a substantial bump in performance.

The higher F1 score achieved by augmenting the Reformer model with keywords extracted from the
ICD code descriptions in Figure 2 indicates the benefit of incorporating context-rich metadata. This
technique parallels how a human might look at the dataset, providing the model with some intuition
on what to look out for.

5.2 Attention

Attention was shown to be useful within the context of this problem as it is able to identify rela-
tionships between key words and concepts. For instance, an analysis on the attention relationships
between two sequences on the fine-tuned BioBERT model showed there is a degree of attention
between the words “infection” and “pneumonia” (Figure 4), which can help lead to identify specific
pneumonia or bacterial-associated ICD codes.

However, replacing the self-attention scheme to attend between the ICD code descriptions and the
text was not successful as the model would immediately overfit to the descriptions, regardless of
dropout that was used. Although the intention was to focus on relevant portions of the text using the
ICD code descriptions, the ICD descriptions were in general quite short, consisting of only a few
words (eg. “Acute kidney failure, unspecified”). This caused problems in creating the sliding window,
as even a window as small as 32 words would contain a significant amount of padding characters.

The description keywords not surprisingly improved performance as it provides the model with hints
on which ICD code to assign. However, the fact that only a small improvement of 1.2% was observed
meant that the model was already able to pick up most of this knowledge on its own.

5.3 Common Sources of Errors

5.3.1 Lack of Information

An ICD code was assigned to a patient but the discharge summary did not contain enough information
to ascertain the ICD code. This occurs either because the relevant information was removed when the
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summary was truncated to the input length or because the information was contained in other parts of
the patient’s electronic medical records, such as their lab results or past patient history.

Example: The discharge note of this patient was focused on the acute respiratory failure, whereas
hypertension and osteoporosis were pre-existing conditions not mentioned in the input to the model.
Actual Diagnosis: [’Unspecified essential hypertension ’, ’Urinary tract infection, site not specified
’, ’Acute respiratory failure ’, ’Osteoporosis, unspecified ’]
Predicted Diagnosis: [’Congestive heart failure, unspecified ’, ’Diabetes mellitus without mention
of complication, type II or unspecified type, not stated as uncontrolled ’, ’Other and unspecified
hyperlipidemia ’, ’Unspecified essential hypertension ’, ’Acute respiratory failure ’]

5.3.2 Closely Related ICD Codes

The model was not able to differentiate between similar ICD codes.

Example: The model correctly predicted an occurrence of pneumonia within the discharge summary,
but the specific type of pneumonia was incorrect.
Predicted: [’Unspecified essential hypertension ’, ’Esophageal reflux ’, ’Pneumonia, organism
unspecified ’, ’Tobacco use disorder ’, ’Acute respiratory failure ’]
Actual: [’Tobacco use disorder ’, ’Pneumonitis due to inhalation of food or vomitus ’]

5.3.3 Similar Prefixes

The BioBERT model occasionally sometimes struggle with deciphering similar terminology which
could be a result of the high number of out-of-vocabulary words. On average, approximately,
25% of the BioBERT input sequence was made of word-pieces. Combined with the fact that
misspellings frequently occur, this means that some key technical words may not be represented
correctly, especially given the relatively few number of examples to learn from.

Example: Here, the model predicted several words with the suffix “hyper”, which was also a
word-piece Although BERT differentiate ill-defined words based on the surrounding sentence context,
even looking at sentence context may not help the model in this case, as most of the terms below are
associated with blood (eg. hypertension = ‘high blood pressure’, hyperlipidemia = ‘high cholesterol
in the blood’) [26].
Predicted: [’Anemia, unspecified ’, ’Other and unspecified hyperlipidemia ’, ’Unspecified essential
hypertension ’, ’Hyposmolality and/or hyponatremia ’, ’Unspecified acquired hypothyroidism ’]
Actual: [’Hyposmolality and/or hyponatremia ’]

5.4 Input Length Effect

It is unsurprising that increasing the input sequence length led to better results (Figure 3), given that
the discharge summaries are often written in a methodical manner such that one event of a patient’s
visit is described in detail (eg. medication, specific tests done) before moving onto another event.
This means that pertinent information related to diagnosis is often spread across the full length of the
discharge summary. This may explain why the BERT performance on a smaller discharge summary
dataset comprised only of the hospital course information was actually worse, as this smaller dataset
contained key pieces of information.

6 Conclusion

Transformer models with pre-trained contextual embeddings have previously been shown to improve
performance on a variety of natural language processing tasks and the ICD-code prediction problem
is no exception. In this study, we showed that the a fine-tuned BioBERT Transformer-based model
outperforms an LSTM-baseline by 12.1% with respect to the F1 score. Reformer models were
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also demonstrated to be highly scalable, training on input sequences over 1000 words with little
performance overhead, something that is unobtainable with BERT models. Future work should look
at expanding the discharge summary dataset to examine whether additional samples will improve the
performance of a Transformer model trained from scratch. There should also be efforts to create an
authoritative discharge summary dataset post-cleaning and standardization, similar to SQuAD. Such
a dataset would help the biomedical field in comparing models on medical-specific tasks outside of
just ICD-code prediction such as length-of-stay prediction, medication prediction, and patient-status
question-answering.
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Figure 4: Sample attention relationships for one attention head between two representative discharge
summary sentences as visualized using BertViz [27]
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